ABOUT SAFE

SAFE is a modern healthcare company leveraging advanced technology and innovative marketing techniques to disrupt the spread of sexually transmitted infections ("STDs") and facilitate affordable care for the 100+ million Americans afflicted by them every year.

Our debut offering, the SAFE App (launching this Summer) allows people to privately show their verified STD status on their phone, and confirm the status of their partners. For those that have not been tested recently, the SAFE App makes it easy and affordable to book testing at over 50,000 locations across the country.

The SAFE Platform is built on .Net Core with a micro-service cloud-based architecture. It connects directly to electronic health records systems of diagnostic labs and healthcare systems to import test results via secure, HIPAA Compliant data transfer protocols and frameworks recommended by the ONC, including HL7, FHIRR and Direct Protocol.

MANAGEMENT & GUIDENCE

Engineering interns will report to and receive hands on guidance from CTO Robert Hall and CEO Ken Mayer. Mr. Hall was former Chief Architect at Thermo Fischer ($58b biotech company) and Mr. Mayer has built three successful companies from start-up to acquisition and provides high strategist for several Fortune 100 companies.

INTERNERSHIP RESPONSIBILITIES

Engineering Interns will focus primarily on the following assignments:

- Analyze functional requirements, research and suggest component strategies
- Produce draft module-specific engineering specs
- Social media integration using various APIs
- Participate in IOS and Android design, development and testing
- Participate in Mongo and other noSQL database design, development and testing
- Admin console development and testing using NG2, jQuery, json, css
- Restful API development and testing using .Net Core, json, Swagger

Engineering Interns will participate in daily scrums and weekly product dev meetings, and receive bi-weekly formal evaluations of their work.

The objective is to provide an open learning environment that allows the Intern to determine and move into areas that they are most interested in gaining experience in.